8 hours of POST Certified and CPT eligible training
POST Plan V: **NO COST** for CA Law Enforcement Agencies

FACT: 30% of OIS incidents are acts of Suicide by Cop (SbC)

FACT: For every completed act of Suicide by Cop there are as many as 50 attempts to force police to use deadly force

**Training Topics**
- Assessment of suicidal indicators
- Appropriate use of force options
- De-escalation of suicidal subjects using best practices and techniques
- Impact of AB 392 on responses to suicidal subjects
- Investigations protocols for Suicide by Cop incidents
- Post-incident officer wellness

**Who Should Attend**
Patrol Officers, Investigators, Supervisors, Administrators, Dispatchers, Detention Officers, Correctional Officers, Municipal Officers

Due to social distancing requirements class size will be limited to 20 students.

For more information visit [rickwall.consulting/training](http://rickwall.consulting/training)

For information or to schedule a class contact: Rick Wall Consulting  
323.810.7709  
[rick@rickwall.consulting](http://rickwall.consulting)  
Website: [http://rickwall.consulting](http://rickwall.consulting)